Integrated fork positioner with side shift, type IGGS

Cap. 1800 - 5000 [kg]

Advantages

- Forks mounted on rolls, which gives a stronger attachment
- Better view because of the hidden hose connection
- Central position of the valve
- Little lost load centre
- Minimal loss of capacity of the truck
- Fork positioning and side shifting in one attachment
Integrated fork positioner with side shift, type IGGS
Cap. 1800 - 5000 [kg]

Min. working pressure 110 [bar]
Max. working pressure 250 [bar].
*From 1601 [mm] of fork length, Y₀ is increased by 50 [mm], Y₁ and S are reduced by 50 [mm].
**From 1601 [mm] of fork length, section size is increased.
The table values E_H, E_V and Q are calculated.